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ABSTRACT 

The rapid identification of yield detracting mechanisms through integrated yield management is the primary goal of defect 
sourcing and yield learning.  At future technology nodes, yield learning must proceed at an accelerated rate to maintain 
current defect sourcing cycle times despite the growth in circuit complexity and the amount of data acquired on a given wafer 
lot [1].  As integrated circuit fabrication processes increase in complexity, it has been determined that data collection, 
retention, and retrieval rates will continue to increase at an alarming rate.  Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has been 
working with International SEMATECH to develop methods for managing the large volumes of image data that are being 
generated to monitor the status of the manufacturing process [2, 3].  This data contains an historical record that can be used to 
assist the yield engineer in the rapid resolution of manufacturing problems. To date there are no efficient methods of sorting 
and analyzing the vast repositories of imagery collected by in-line and off-line inspection tools for failure analysis, particle 
monitoring, line width control, and overlay metrology. 
 
The ability to manage large image databases has been a 
topic of growing research.  Imagery is being generated 
and maintained for a large variety of applications 
including remote sensing, architectural and engineering 
design, geographic information systems, and weather 
forecasting.  Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a 
technology that is being developed to address these 
needs [4].  CBIR refers to techniques used to index and 
retrieve images from databases based on their pictorial 
content.  Pictorial content is typically defined by a set of 
features extracted from an image that describe the color, 
texture and/or shape of the entire image or of specific 
objects.  This feature description is used in CBIR to 
index a database through various means such as 
distance-based techniques, approximate nearest-neighbor 
searching, rule-based decision-making, and fuzzy 
inferencing [4, 5].  
 
CBIR addresses a problem created by the growing 
proliferation of Automatic Defect Classification (ADC) 
technologies; i.e., the management and use of large 
amounts of image data.  For semiconductor yield 
management applications we have denoted CBIR 
technology as Automated Image Retrieval (AIR) [6, 7, 
8].  Figure 1 shows an example of a content-based query and result using the ORNL AIR system that was field tested at 
semiconductor manufacturing sites in the Fall of 2000.  Digital imagery for failure analysis is generated between process 
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Figure 1 –  (a) AIR Field Test software interface for 
controlling image retrieval.  (b) Control panel loading 
wafer data and images and monitoring progress. 



steps from optical microscopy and laser scattering systems and from optical, confocal, SEM, AFM, and FIB imaging 
modalities.  This data is maintained in a yield management database and used by fabrication engineers to diagnose and isolate 
manufacturing problems.  The semiconductor industry currently has no direct means of searching the yield management 
database using image-based queries.  Current abilities to query the fabrication process are based primarily on lot number, 
wafer ID, time/date, process layer, engineer classification, or ADC class, etc.  Although this approach can be useful, it limits 
the user’s ability to quickly locate historical examples of visually similar imagery.  Without the addition of datamining 
capabilities such as AIR, this large image repository will remain virtually untapped as a resource for rapidly resolving 
manufacturing problems. 
 
Image retrieval technologies have been under development since the early 1990’s but very few applications have evolved for 
solving specific, real-world problems.  Researchers at ORNL developed the capability for a flexible image retrieval 
technology for industrial applications that independently takes into account details regarding the product defectivity, 
substrate, and imaging modality characteristics [7].  The fundamental premise of the AIR technology is that a similar process 
or phenomena likely generates images that are visually similar[6].  This implies that statistical process information that is 
associated with the retrieved image list can be used to estimate defect sourcing information. 
 
In this paper we will present yield management integration concepts and the results of initial field-testing completed during 
the 2000 project year.  Examples of query data and results from a semiconductor fabrication environment will be presented 
and described.  Proposed yield management applications of AIR include: providing support of human-level assertions for 
sourcing manufacturing problems; assisting with the off-line review and analysis of uncommon defects; assisting in the 
(initial) generation of libraries for ADC systems; providing unsupervised classification of defects during early yield learning; 
assisting in the training of yield management personnel; and finally, the automated association of a query with a problematic 
tool or process.  Current image retrieval systems for semiconductor manufacturing depend on alphanumeric data to perform 
retrieval functions (e.g., lot number, time/date, wafer ID, etc.).  Without the addition of content-based image retrieval, this 
large image repository will remain virtually untapped as a resource for rapidly resolving manufacturing problems. 
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